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Cotton farming is on the face of it, not something that would immediately spring to mind when
contemplating the causes of harmful environmental issues.  It is however, an identified fact that

pesticides are responsible for thousands of deaths each year and a huge amount of these are as a
result of this form of farming.  That is one of the reasons why organically produced cotton is now
becoming more and more popular, and this is featuring more often in things like natural pet supplies
and organic baby products.

Simply Fido are an organization based in Brooklyn, who create a range of pet toys using only
organic cotton.  This line of manufacturing is gradually working its way into the general society and
this company are at the forefront, with strict values that deserve the highest amount of praise and
which are hopefully setting a standard that will be followed by many more.  Their toys are beautifully
designed, with a lot of care and a great deal of imagination, plus they are incredibly cute.

The characters include a variety of knitted and hemp animals, which will keep the pet amused for
hours on end, well until the next distraction at least!  They also produce other items made from
organic cotton, including nap mats and blankets, together with a range of T-shirts for kids and adults
alike.  The toys are designed to take the rough treatment they are bound to be subjected to, from
naturally sustainable materials.

The website for the company is quite wonderful to browse through, and educational at the same
time.  Anybody with a love for animals will appreciate everything at www.simplyfido.com as it
concentrates on the welfare of the pet, whilst at the same time looking after the environment.  A
store locator section will enable you to discover the closest outlet to your place of residence, or
alternatively, give them a call @ 718-389-8233.  They would also be very pleased to hear from you
via e-mail to info@simplyfido.com, their support team will always respond with a cheery, but
professional approach.
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